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Minutes of Meeting
IAA Commission IV
Space Systems Operations and Utilization
March 23, 2010
Location: IAA, Paris, France

1 Welcome and Introduction
Welcome by chair (A. Ginati) and introduction of newly elected members of commission IV.
Commission IV welcomes also two guests from China (Dr. Xiang Zhou) and Nigeria (Dr. S. O.
Mohammed) as well as the Secretary General.
Attendees: see Attachment 1

2 Initiatives
The Commission IV is looking forward to IAC2011 Cape Town. Commission IV prepared and
submitted (in Deajeon, Oct. 2009) to IAA and IAF an initiative document towards 2011 in South
Africa (Space for Africa – Africa in Space) (This document was distributed to the attendees, see
annex_1)
The Secretary General welcomes the initiative and reminds in third conference already taking
place in Africa - IAA is present in Africa for some years, now with an African trustee, the meeting
at COPUOS discussing activities in Africa is underlined. It was decided to postpone the Africa
conference for one year due to IAC in South Africa. The African Leadership Conference will take
place the week before IAC2011 in Kenia
The Secretary General requests to introduce and welcome two initiatives related to Commission
IV activities. IAA has a new vice president from China and Secretary General points to Dr. Suresh
(IAA/IAF relations) and Dr. Heugel (study groups) for further discussions and mentions the new
offices in India and China as well as the new publication process located in China.
Dr. S. O. Mohammed (Nigeria) presents plans and initiatives: African IAA members interested in
one more conference. Starting point is an African lead study on the use of equatorial plane with
plans towards a stand-alone conference. Dr. Mohammed asks Commission IV for support,
approval and review.
Dr. Xiang Zhou (China) presents the new proposal from China for a study group on Cooperation
Programs for Global Environment Impact related to the topic disaster monitoring/management in
a very strategic approach. China is seeking support and participation of international partners and
requests from IAA suggestions for international members, especially members involved with other
studies. Travel and accommodation would be covered for those who would like to participate in
the initial meeting in May 2010 in Beijing. The chairman encourages to discuss the topic,
interfaces and synergies with study group 4.9 as well as with study group 4.7.
AI: The chairman welcomes both initiatives and propose to requests executive summaries (1-2
pages) of the initiatives and to distribute through Commission IV members and study group
participants to attract potential members. The chairman also proposes to release an open

invitation. Commission IV would be glad to provide a platform for review and distribution.
Commission IV agrees and welcomes initiatives. It is suggested to provide also up-to-date
references and programmatic information.

3 Study Group Activities
SG 4.1 – Knowledge Management for Space Activities (J. Holm)
The study group is concluding in 2010. Two conferences were held in the past, a third one will
take place in 2010 in Darmstadt. The goal is to create an ongoing community and forum in
addition to the IAC session. The outcome will not only be the study group report but also an
anthology to create and foster information exchange via website. For this purpose one workshop
is held during the spring meeting in Paris, another one in Darmstadt. The study group established
collaboration space (via a Google group) with up to now 34 members and is still receiving new
membership requests.
Detailed report see slides (attachment 2)
For detailed status see the SG 4.1 web page at http://iaaweb.org/content/view/89/154/
SG 4.5 – Hitch-Hiking to the Moon (L. Alkalai, presented by T. Balint)
An ISS related study was performed under the umbrella of the study group with results presented
in Prague. Recent meetings took place in Berlin 2009, at AGU 2009 and at LPSC 2010. The
report is planned to be submitted in Prague at IAC2010.
Detailed report see slides (attachment 3)
For detailed status see the SG 4.5 web page http://iaaweb.org/content/view/244/376/
SG 4.7 – Integrated Applications Services (A. Ginati)
The study group is on hold and looking for volunteer key person to be focal point and create
momentum. Some new interesting initiatives and activities were launched recently by the
European Union and the ESA, and the subject in Europe is moving. The study group asks for
members.
For detailed status see the SG 4.7 web page http://iaaweb.org/content/view/359/507/
SG 4.8 – Space Systems Cross-Compatibility (J. Esper)
The last status was provided in September 2009 at the IAC. The study group is on schedule with
having a new draft distributed before the spring meeting and planning for a final draft by IAC2010.
The final report will be delivered for the Berlin symposium in 2011. To addressing some concerns
regarding progress: group had issues in sharing technical information due to export control
regulations in various countries and therefore the focus was shifted more to programmatic side
For detailed status see the SG 4.8 web page http://iaaweb.org/content/view/314/459/
SG 4.9 - International Aerospace System for Monitoring of Global Geophysical Phenomena
and Forecasting of Natural and Man-Caused Disasters (presented by D. Kusnierkiewicz)
The first symposium was organized in 2009 and first results of the study group were presented at
COPUOS in 2010 and approved. The Cyprus Symposium resulted in a concept, ready for
distribution to members of the study group and commission IV members for review. A second
symposium is in preparation.
For detailed status see the SG 4.10 web page http://iaaweb.org/content/view/329/477/
SG 4.10 – Distributed Space Mission (M. D’Errico)
A first session of the topic was offered last year. The outline and subgroups as well as initial
participants are presented. The study group is currently collecting and covering ongoing missions
and programs. A first draft is expected in May/June 2010, the final report is expected for the
Berlin 2011 symposium. Preliminary results will be presented in Prague. It is suggested to involve
SAR activities at OHB.

4 Program Committee Activities
4.2 Space Summit Working Group Status
IAA is co-organizing a Space Agencies Summit (involving head of agencies) in Washington, DC
in November 2010 in context of IAA’s 50th anniversary. Four working groups addressing the
following topics: Climate Change/Green Systems, Disaster Management/Natural Hazards,
Planetary/Lunar Exploration and Human Spaceflight. Commissions were asked at IAC2009 to
submit proposals for the space summit. Every working group is now preparing the space summit
according to their topics. A teleconference took place in February 2010, a first draft will be
submitted to IAA on April 15, 2010, a second draft in June 2010 followed by discussions in July to
select subjects for the space summit. Commission IV members (e.g. J. Holm, A. Valenzuela, D.
Kusnierkiewicz) are involved in some working groups, more participation would be appreciated
(e.g. in Planetary/Lunar Exploration working group)
Space Summit status web page http://iaaweb.org/content/view/388/544/
AI: Commission IV supported chairman to raise communication issues regarding the space
summit at the SAC meeting.

4.3 Status Reports from PC chairpersons for IAC2010, Prague
Symposium D5: the sessions are in good shape, received an increasing number of submissions,
in total 41 abstract in three sessions
Detailed report see slides (attachment 2)
Symposium B4: again an increasing number of submissions, in total 170 abstracts in eight
sessions, covering nine slots (splitting B4.6), B4 is the third largest symposium of the IAC.
AI: before IAC2010 Prague, the chairman requests a Commission IV meeting wrt to all
commission IV run sessions especially w.r.t. to number of allocated slots, chairman would like to
encourage and ask the symposium organizers (Rhoda, Alex) to have a dedicated discussion in
Prague to address and optimize the symposia due to the increasing number of submissions and
slot allocations. (remark: IAF decided to “freeze” the number of slots of large symposia at the
maximum allocation of nine slots, announced at the IAF spring meeting).
Berlin Small Satellite Symposium: preparation for the 2011 symposium will start soon, involving
the newly created IAA Small Satellite Permanent Committee to coordinate
The IAA Small Satellite Permanent Committee reports to Commission IV chairman, the
committee should coordinate all small satellite stand alone conferences and study groups, the
committee will have its kick-off meeting during this spring meeting (today), the chairs are Rainer
Sandau, Arnoldo Valenzuela, Rene Laufer, the secretary is Eberhard Gill, IAA asked for
considering and update of the small satellite study
Session proposals/Plenary proposals of Commission IV: for IAC2011 Cape Town, no
response was received yet on the Commission IV proposal. The Secretary General suggests to
discuss the proposal with Dr. Suresh w.r.t. the African leadership conference, the Secretary
General also suggests to proposed to SAC to dedicate the academy day 2011 to Africa. Both
suggestions are agreed and supported by Commission IV. The Secretary General underlines the
importance of participation in the African Leadership Conference.
The chairman asks for volunteers to organize the initiative: J. Holm and S. Lysyy respond.
Chairman suggests to stay in close contact with Dr. Mohammed and ask Sias Mostert
(Commission IV member, IAC2010/11 IPC member) for support and involvement.

Topics discussed at SAC meeting (March 23, 2010)
- 19 participants including guests and Secretary General part of the time
- C4 welcomes Chinese initiative for study group/conference (International Cooperation on Global
Environmental Impact) and African initiative for study group/conference (Use/Utilization of
Equatorial Plane).
- C4 encourages members to participate, C4 requests 1-2 page executive summary to distribute
to C4 members & community and seek support and involvement, SG 4.9 asked to link with
Chinese initiative.
- C4 initiative for IAC2011 regarding African activities will be discussed with Dr. Suresh, C4
volunteers (to be) identified.
- Study Groups reports: two submit report in 2010 (4.1 & 4.5), two in 2011 (4.8 & 4.10), one
started in 2009 (4.9), one on hold and plans to restart (4.7).
- Conferences/Symposia: IAC2010 (D5, >40 submissions, increased; B4, >170 submissions,
increased), C4 requests further discussion about slot allocation especially for B4 in preparation
for 2012, Berlin 2011 symposium in preparation
- Small Satellite Permanent Committee: newly founded, first meeting today, will coordinate small
satellite related stand-alone conferences, sessions and study groups and report to Commission
IV chairs
- Communications issues addressed, e.g. regarding DC summit

Topics discussed at IAF briefing (March 24, 2010)
- Number of submitted abstracts increased again after a small drop for Korea – now more than
2300 abstracts.
- IAF is “freezing” the number of slot allocations for symposia at the maximum number of nine
slots.
- B4 is the third largest symposium.
- Parallel sessions within a symposium should be avoided.
- Interactive Mode not supported anymore for sessions, change take place immediately for
IAC2010 Prague. Interactive Mode was not successful – back to oral presentation or poster.
- Session chairs are encouraged to select 11-13 papers per session. Only a small number of
sessions (around 15) had nine papers or more showing up. The number of no-shows was still
large.

Space for Africa & Africa in Space (Paris March 24, 2010)
Attendees: Jeanne Holm, Roberta Mugellesi-Dow, Rainer, S.O. Mohammed, R. Sandau, A. Ginati
Dedicate and interesting discussion took place right after Commission 4 meeting. The MoM (see
annex 2) prepared by Jeanne.
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Attachment 2: Slides Study Group 4.1

Attachment 3: Slides Study Group 4.5

Proposal for IAC 2011 Activities:
IAA Commission IV Proposal
Cape Town, South Africa
2011

First IAC in Africa
• Take advantage of this unique opportunity to bring
an awareness of space to Africa
• Provide themes and focus for the IAC 2011
– Seek consensus from IAC participant organizations to
develop a unified IAC
• Seek input now from host nation and region to address their needs

– Space for Africa
– Africa in Space

• Produce a legacy of information for African nations
and other parts of the world
– “first flight”

Schedule
Friday

Saturday Sunday
Space for Africa in
Africa
Space

IAF/UN IAF/UN/
/IAA
IAA
Space
Summit
Space
Roundtable

Industry
Day
Open
House

IAA Day
and
WorkShop on
Space
Access
Space for
Africa/
Africa in
Space
celebration
and closing
ceremony

Monday Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday Friday

IAF/IAA

IAF/IAA

IAF/IAA

IAF/IAA

Special Plenary and Keynote Events
focused on African issues

IAF/IAA

Themes: Space for Africa/Africa in
Space
• GOAL
– Provide an integrated set of talks, workshops, and
public events that provide:
• Public with an appreciation of what space does for Africa
• Commercial Sector with information on how to utilize space
information and/or how to participate in/stimulate space
industry in Africa
• Academia with an opportunity to educate themselves and
others on space activities: small satellites, integrated
applications, basic research, knowledge management,
applied research, engineering
• Governments with information on how to achieve “first
flight”

Friday
• On Friday, focus of UN/IAF meeting remains
global in scope
• IAA, UN/IAF sponsor a Space Roundtable with
heads of African space activities
– Summit of the heads of African Space Agencies
• Private, in the morning, runs in parallel to UN/IAF
activities – seek involvement of other space agencies to
support unique opportunity
• Public Roundtable in the afternoon as an event in the
UN/IAF calendar

Theme 1: Space for Africa
• Saturday has activities that run in support of the UN/IAF
activities
– Industry Day Open House
• Inform industry of the opportunity to directly market largest untapped
market

– Highlight Lecture(s) on “Space for Africa”
– Examples:
• Climate change
– Impacts on Africa
• Civil protection
– Piracy
– Border protection
– Hazard mitigation and disaster relief
• Integrated Applications
– Environment and Public Health
– Transportation
– Communication, etc

Theme 2: Africa in Space
• “First Flight”
– Options for “first flight” range from joint development,
developing, building, launching, operating and utilizing the
data in country in whole or in part.
– Workshop and IAA talks are to provide resources to
evaluate “first flight” options
– THEME: How do you develop the end-to-end capability?
• Hold a workshop on IAA Academy Day with the theme “First
Flight” for the ½ day Sunday (open by approval to registered
attendees)
• Invite vendors to participate in developing the theme and provide
information packages to the workshop attendees (charge them for
inclusion to support travel funds, etc for participants?)

Expected Outcomes
• Africa nations will have been exposed to the full range of
space activities for the first time, in one place.
– Access to subject matter experts, policy makers, manufacturers, and
service providers

• A resource will be provided to them to help them achieve
“first flight”
–
–
–
–

Focused interchange with space leaders inside and outside Africa
“how to workshop” resources and “buyers guide” from Sunday
Access to full range of vendors as part of IAC
IAC proceedings – an introduction to subject matter experts for
nations in transition

Space for Africa, Africa in Space
Sunday, IAA Day, 2 October 2010
Cape Town, South Africa
Goals


Provide an integrated set of talks, workshops, and public events that provide:
o Public with an appreciation of what space does for Africa
o Commercial Sector with information on how to utilize space
information and/or how to participate in/stimulate space industry in
Africa
o Academia with an opportunity to educate themselves and others on
space activities: small satellites, integrated applications, basic
research, knowledge management, applied research, and engineering
o Governments with information on how to achieve “first flight”

Themes



Space for Africa: Quality of life
Africa for Space: First flight and solutions

Invitees


Agencies, industry, universities. List will evolve as conversations occur in
country over the next year.

Committee Members



Amnon Ginati, S.O. Mohammed, Jeanne Holm, Roberta Mugellesi‐Dow, Rainer
Sandau, Larry Paxton, Leon Alkalai, Sias Mosfert
Concurrence: Jean‐Michel Contant

Morning


Space for Africa
o How can space help in developing new capabilities for Africa
 Quality of Life
 Food and infrastructure security
 Clean and sustained water (energy, etc.) accessibility
 Telemedicine
 Tele‐education
 Roundtable: leaders to discuss key issues and social impact


Other topics to consider
 Disaster management
 Climate change






Impacts on Africa
Related to deforestation, biodiversity, equatorial
belt issues, energy, infrastructure, water
 How to achieve global, continuous coverage
 Civil protection
 Piracy
 Border protection
 Hazard mitigation and disaster relief
 Integrated Applications
 Environment and Public Health
 Transportation
 Communication, etc.
Reference materials
 UNEP World Water Day and reports:
http://www.worldwaterday2010.info/

Afternoon


Africa in Space
o What are national space programs doing to solve these problems and
how are they evolving?
o How do you develop the end‐to‐end capability?
 Knowledge management and integrated applications
o Keynotes: Sir Martin Sweeting and Dr. Abidun Abigun
o Other ideas
 “First flight” range from joint development, developing,
building, launching, operating and utilizing the data in country
in whole or in part
 Workshop and IAA talks are to provide resources to evaluate
“first flight” options
 Invite vendors to participate in developing the theme and
provide information packages to the workshop attendees
(charge them for inclusion to support travel funds, etc for
participants?)

Action Items






Validate concepts and ideas with others and propose key presenters for the
session/roundtable—S.O. Mohammed
Coordinator from IAA local organizing committee to be identified—Jean‐
Michel Contant
Coordinator from African Union to be identified—S.O. Mohammed
Bring in potential investors to help evaluate implementable ideas—Amnon
Ginati
Coordinate program development—Jeanne Holm and S.O. Mohammed

